
VISUAL MARQUE 
DEVELOPMENT

What do I want my visual marque to be?

I’m not planning on having my visual marque at the forefront of my brand, 
moreso just as a supporting element, nonetheless I still want it to look cool. 
Initially my thought process went straight to a pencil and a paint blob but it 
looked really bad and generic, so opted to stay clear of any of that. I found 
myself thinking way too much about trying to make a meaning out of random 
shapes and objects.

Nothing seemed to make sense or reflect me at all, any ideas I had didn't truly 
represent me and were disingenuous.

After all that I stripped things back to basics and based my designs on the 
word ‘Rose’. From then on things seemed to be better and ideas were flowing. I 
carried out some quick sketches while I had a burst of inspiration, starting off 
with some more detailed rose drawings until they began to get more and more 
simple. Later on in the sketching process I took to my VM pinboard for some 
inspiration and time after time I was drawn to the same human looking flower. 
So I sketched out similar drawings to see how I would go about it. The next 
page shows some more development within my VM.



I began to like how things were looking so continued with a couple more different 
sketches. Adding a face to the flower was what sold it to me, it added some 
personality which it was lacking before. I just want it to be fun and something 
interesting to look at. The flower is relating to my name and also emblematic to 
how I want to grow in life. Something kind and inoffensive. 

I added an iPad just to tie in with technology.



This is my first digital sketch for my Visual Marque, there is plenty of 
refinements that need to be made. It makes me laugh how crazy it looks 
with its eyes wide open, in future development i’ll sort that out, maybe 
having closed eyes. 

It’s still looking rough but it's getting there, i’ve got my idea which is the 
main thing. 

I’ll bring this procreate sketch into Illustrator when developing it properly. 

In terms of colour i’ll keep it the same as whatever I use for my primary 
brand colour. 

Any further progress made will be documented. 


